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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Four soul mates return three
times to the Earth plane, each time hoping to recognize each other and live a fulfilled life, including
adventure and tantric expression. Three different books, yet one love. Love beyond measure is yours
to live. We are successful people, now it s time to become fulfilled, healthy and peaceful. These three
books take us through steps how to achieve our true potential, activating our 7 main chakras.
Tantric sensual love is the base in each relationship, and I love to dive profound in each scene. This
life is interesting, and Atlantis shows us how fortunate we actually are if we learn to trust that we re
actually doing the best we can. Always expect the unexpected. Enjoy this spiritually advanced,
adventurous novel, where we emphazise on the how to align our main chakras. Upper Atlantis,
created through the law of pure intent, love and manifestation, is the image of our ideal home to
live and be successful. Four soul friends are united as we follow the experiences of the royal family
throughout the ascension of...
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Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD

A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet
again in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for
at any time.
-- K r isty Str om a n-- K r isty Str om a n
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